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Abstract 
We discuss the domain of validity of the Chou-Yang conjectu e, 

which relates elastic scattering of hadrons at high energies to thei r 
electromagnetic form factors. It is found to be verified within a fe* 
percents in the forward diffraction peak. Within this range, the mode. 
is shown to yield valuable information on the electromagnetic form factor 
of unstable particles. It also provides a way of calculating the polari
zation of proton-proton elastic scattering in the framework of a strong 
absorption model. 
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1. 

The success of the Chou-Yang model in relating the high energy 

elastic scattering of hadrons to their form factors rises the question of the 

validity and limitations of this model. It is the purpose of the present 

work to discuss these points at least at a phenomenological level, and to 

propose some further prospect. 

Although the general staff is rather well known, few basic formulae 

will be recalled, merely for the sake of clarity. As an alternative to the 

original derivation, we consider the optical limit of the multiple scat -ring 
2) 3) 

model of Glauber - This procedure has been followed by several auttu. -. . 

In this case, ignoring spin degrees of freedom, the scattering amplitude 

is given by 
F<q) =ik /jo<G,b)[1 - exp<ix<b)Hbdb (1) 

Here q = / -t, b is the impact parameter and k the incident momentum. In this 

context, the Chou-Yang ansatz relates the phase-shift function x ( b) *•> 

the electromagnetic form factors Gtq) of the two scattering objects by 

X(b) = | ~ / 30(qb> Gft(q) GgCqïqdq (2) 

The underlying picture is the following :any constituent of 

A is assumed to interact with any constituent of B via a zero-range force, 

which Is characterized by its strength parameter X . As in any application 

of the Glauber model for composite systems, the quantity of key importance 

is density of constituents. Chou and Yang simply assume it to be Identical 

(eventually proportional) to the density measured in electron scattering. 

Two strategies have been used to check the Chou-Yang conjecture. 

One can 

1°/ Parametrize G(q), fit the experimental form factors then calculate 

y(b), F(q) and compare the results with experimental do/dt. 

2°/ Choose a functional form for x (*>) fit the do/dt data, invert Eq.(2) 

and compare the results with measured electromagnetic form factors. 

Both methods are unsatisfactory, since they do not test the 

uniclty of the solution. They also ignore the major source of uncertainties 

on the determination of X<t>), which is due to knowing do/dt only over 

a finite range in t. This feature can be "visualized" by noticing that extra

polating the measured differential cross section can be made in an infinite 

number of manners. Some extrapolated curves may look unphysi cal, but they 

cannot be excluded on mathematical grounds. 

The way to overcome this difficulty consists in generating a 

large functional space for x(b), selecting out all individual X,(b) which 

fits the experimental data with an acceptable " x'"-
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The solution Is then defined as the average value \{t) taken 

over the ensemble (x.(b)} and the corresponding error fix(b) Is easily 

computed as the standard deviation. The method has been developed in detail 
4) in a paper by Lombard and Wilkin about ten years ago. 

Typical results of such a "model independent analysis" are displa

yed In Fig.î. They concern proton-proton scattering as /s~ = 46.9 GeV 

<equiv.to 1000 CeV incident energy) and proton- He scattering at 400 GeV . 

Here the two functions G (q) and C a < q ) extracted from the data, and 

their error baresf are compared to the experimental values of the proton 
h 8) 

and He electromagnetic form factors . In both cases, the agreement is 

satisfactory up to the first diffraction minimum. It means that In the forward 

peak the Chou-Yang conjecture is satisfied within a fen- percents. 

In these two cases, the direct measurement of the electromagnetic 

form factors can be performed with precision, i.e., at the level of a 

1-2 % accuracy- For unstable particles, however, like ÏÏ - and K-mesons, 

the scattering on electron targets is much more difficult. Consequently, 

extracting the functions G (q) or Gj,(q> from the elastic %- and K-proton 

data can bring useful information, since the Chou-Yang hypothesis is expected 

to be valid within the same range of accuracy for ïï's and K's as for protons 

and a's. Results obtained by Lombard and Wilkin for ÏÏ and K are displa

yed in Fig.2- They are compared with recent measurements of the electroma-
9) gnetic form factors . The striking feature is that the error bares oC__ (q) 

and ÔCj. (q) are at present time smaller or of the same order than those 

of direct measurements. This statement Is true in the low t region. As the 

momentum transfer increases, however» the situation becomes more dubious. 

The Chou-Yang conjecture is expected to be valid in a very high 

energy regime, asymptotically, so to say. However, apart from the proton-

proton case, the data we have analyzed have been taken at low or moderate 

energies. The lack of experimental values on sufficiently broad domain in t, 

Including the optical point, has forbidden till now the use of our method 
4 4 

at higher energies. For instance, experimental data for proton- He and He-
He elastic scattering have been recorded at the 1SR . Unfortunately the 

measurements missed a large fraction of the forward peak, and the optical 
point was determined with a poor accuracy. Because a model independent analysis 
of such data was useless, for purely indicative purposes, the differential 
cross sections have been calculated . The form factor of the proton and of 

4 7) the He ' have been parametrized by 

C p i 0 ( , ) = < 1 . x > e - * ' - Xe- B"' • ? ^ q'e- 1*' (3) 
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The few parameters are fixed by fitting the corresponding experi

mental form factors. The strength parameter X is fixed by calculating the 

total cross section via the optical theorem. The results are displayed in 

Fig.3. They show again that the Chou-Yang conjecture is reasonably verified 

in the forward peak, but a more serious analysis based on more complete 

data is desirable. 

The results we have obtained call for few remarks. 

Up to the first diffraction minimum, i.e., as long as the scatte

ring is coherent, the Chou-Yang conjecture seems verified, within a few 

percents. Consequently, over this domain, it can be used to extract informa

tion on the form factors of un&table particles. At large t, the physics 

get more complicated, which could mean that either spin dependent amplitudes 

become important or that correlations among hadron constituents manifest 

themselves, or both. 

Note that the model can be improved in various ways. There Is 

no need, for instance to stick to a zero range force among the scattering 

constituents. Furthermore, when performing the model independent analysis, 

we assume the scattering amplitude to be purely imaginary. Actually, we 

can be a bit more sophisticated by letting the parameter X to be complex. 

It would be interesting to apply the method to the case of the 

vector mesons. The elastic scattering cross section could be deduced from 

photo-production, by using the vector dominance model : 

^ - ( ï N - ^ V N U & (VN-VN) (U) 

A decent analysis would require data at the highest possible 

energies, which do not exist at present. 

The very success of the model tells us that at high energy, 

we meet a regime in which the impact parameter representation of scattering 

amplitudes of hadrons is suitable. Consequently, many results obtained in 

the strong absorption case, in the framework of nuclear physics, can be 

directly applied. The calculation of polarization effects gives a typical 

example. 

Let us consider the optical limit of the Glauber model for a 

case where the scattering matrix has two, or two dominant, components and 

takes the form 

M(q) = F^q) + o.n F 2(q) <5) 

In the limit of weak spin effects, we have 

F 1 = ik j"3 o<qbHl - expU X c(b))]bdb (6) 



fo r the spin-independent par t , and 

F2(q) " k y ^ q b J e x p U x ^ b ) ) X%(b)bdb (7) 

for the spin-orbit component. It is fairly well known that if a derivative 
relationship exists between the two phase-shift functions 

X,<"> • - c 4 b X c
( b» ( 8 > 

then F, = c q F . . 
The differential cross section and polarization are then given by 

fâ = ( 1 + c'qMlF,!' , P = 2 cq/(1 + c'q') (9) 
Corrections to this lowest order estimate have been derived 

They arise essentially from two effects : a) higher power terms in c ; b) a 
shape difference between Xc(b) a n d X S * D ) ' Applying t n e strong absorption 
model, setting F.(q) ~ 3.{qR )R where R represents the "black disc" radius 
and is fixed by the position of the first diffraction minimum, then the 
polarization admits a compact expression : 

P . 2 c q

 + „ c y i y r V - w 3i<"Ro>Bo ( 1 0 ) 

1 •<:»„' IWof + e 

This form is obtained simply by considering the first order corrections 
to (9) and by using strong absorption arguments to estimate the various 
contributions. Thus the shape difference has been introduced via the radius 
R« i and the parameter a keeps track of the strength of the spin effects. 
Small contributions to the differential cross section, including spin-dependent 
terms, are recast in e . Mote that in general we have e « J^^qR )R | *• 

The second term of (10) yields an oscillatory behaviour to the 
polarization and predicts large structures around the t-value corresponding 
to the diffraction minimum, even in the case of very small spin-dependent 
components (c « 1 ). It can be verified that higher order corrections have 
négligeable influence. 

For purely illustrative purposes, we have produced a fit of 
data taken at 150 CeV , which is displayed in Fig.1*. 

Note that, as advocated by Bourrely and Soffer ', the Coulomb 
contribution to polarization should be included, specially in the lot t-
region. Whereas, it may change the parameter values used in the present 
fit, the arguments concerning the structure observed around -t = 1.4-1,5 (GeV/c)~ 
will not be modified. 



Conclusions 

The Chou-Yang conjecture is found to be verified within a few 
percents in the coherent peak of hadron scattering. It can be used to reach 
Information on t;,e size, on the electromagnetic form factor of unstable 
particles. Since the impact parameter representation of the scattering ampli
tudes seems to suit well high energy hadron scattering, many aspect of the 
multiple scattering theory developed at lower energies (Glauber model) should 
apply to the hadronic case. 
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extracted from data at /$ = 49 CeV for thepp-p case and 
T. . = MKÎ GeV forthe p- He case, respectively. Experi
mental values of the proton and ^Wc form factors are ta
ken from ref-[8). The values have been divided by the 
dipole fit in the proton case* by [1-(0.09986q*>6 ] 
e-0.£556q* { w i t h q i n f m~1j i n t h e ^He-case. 

Fig.2 Dashed areas :error corridors for C (q) and Gjftq) 
extracted from data at 50 GeV, Experimental values or 
the form factors are taken from ref.[9]- The values are 
divided by the monopole form factor of thep -dominance 
model for the TT case and a vector-meson-domlnance form 
factor of broken SU, for the K, see ref.[*J for the 
explicit values. 
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Fig.3 p- He and He- He elastic scattering cross-
section at /s = 89 CeV and /i = 126 GeV, respec
tively. The experimental values are taken from 
ref.[10]. 

Ffq.fr Polarization of proton-proton elastic scatte
ring at 150 GeV. Experimental values are taken from 
ref.[12]. 


